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Authors’ replyAuthors’ reply: We are grateful for the op-: We are grateful for the op-

portunity to respond to Dr Calton. He chal-portunity to respond to Dr Calton. He chal-

lenges claims for objectivity in the diagnosislenges claims for objectivity in the diagnosis

of any disorder that has an interpersonalof any disorder that has an interpersonal

component, taking as his example some re-component, taking as his example some re-

search into the diagnosis of personality dis-search into the diagnosis of personality dis-

order. He queries why we do not considerorder. He queries why we do not consider

the role of the therapist’s personality inthe role of the therapist’s personality in

our paper, ‘Objectivity in psychoanalyticour paper, ‘Objectivity in psychoanalytic

assessment of couple relationships’ (Lan-assessment of couple relationships’ (Lan-

manman et alet al, 2003). In that paper, where we, 2003). In that paper, where we

show evidence of a good degree of objectiv-show evidence of a good degree of objectiv-

ity (based on interrater reliability) for theity (based on interrater reliability) for the

diagnoses we discuss, we specifically referdiagnoses we discuss, we specifically refer

to the fact that those making the judge-to the fact that those making the judge-

ments need to have had a psychoanalyti-ments need to have had a psychoanalyti-

cally based training in order to developcally based training in order to develop

their ability to make use of their emotionaltheir ability to make use of their emotional

reactions to the patient.reactions to the patient.

Our paper deals with psychotherapeuticOur paper deals with psychotherapeutic

diagnoses, rather than with psychiatricdiagnoses, rather than with psychiatric

ones, but on the basis of our work weones, but on the basis of our work we

would like to comment on Dr Calton’s posi-would like to comment on Dr Calton’s posi-

tion. First, there are likely to be very signif-tion. First, there are likely to be very signif-

icant differences in what is judged to be aicant differences in what is judged to be a

helpful ‘fit’ between therapist and patient,helpful ‘fit’ between therapist and patient,

between the two different domains of gener-between the two different domains of gener-

al psychiatry and psychoanalytic psy-al psychiatry and psychoanalytic psy-

chotherapy. In the former, a friendly andchotherapy. In the former, a friendly and

sympathetic stance may be the crucial ther-sympathetic stance may be the crucial ther-

apeutic vehicle for providing medicationapeutic vehicle for providing medication

and other treatments. But in the domain ofand other treatments. But in the domain of

psychotherapy it is not necessarily a goodpsychotherapy it is not necessarily a good

thing to ‘match’ therapist to patient, if bything to ‘match’ therapist to patient, if by

this one means attempting to avoid preju-this one means attempting to avoid preju-

dices or sensitive areas, because this is likelydices or sensitive areas, because this is likely

to lead to a serious evasion of the darkerto lead to a serious evasion of the darker

areas of interaction, conscious and uncon-areas of interaction, conscious and uncon-

scious, where the significant problems willscious, where the significant problems will

tend to lie. If the study of the interactiontend to lie. If the study of the interaction

‘in the room’, between therapist and patient,‘in the room’, between therapist and patient,

is itself the treatment, then the therapist’sis itself the treatment, then the therapist’s

best equipment for this is self-knowledge, in-best equipment for this is self-knowledge, in-

cluding knowledge of the darker areas of hiscluding knowledge of the darker areas of his

or her own personality and knowledge ofor her own personality and knowledge of

how to recognise and use the ways in whichhow to recognise and use the ways in which

these affect him or her.these affect him or her.

While personal psychotherapy togetherWhile personal psychotherapy together

with detailed supervision by no means guar-with detailed supervision by no means guar-

antee the development of such knowledge –antee the development of such knowledge –

and there will be practitioners who are un-and there will be practitioners who are un-

able to respond, as well as therapies whichable to respond, as well as therapies which

do not go far enough – these remain thedo not go far enough – these remain the

best available means of acquiring the skillsbest available means of acquiring the skills

necessary to work with unconscious pro-necessary to work with unconscious pro-

cesses, enabling a therapist to understand acesses, enabling a therapist to understand a

patient’s personality difficulties of and thepatient’s personality difficulties of and the

way these interact with their own. Outsideway these interact with their own. Outside

this particular field, it may not be widelythis particular field, it may not be widely

recognised that one of the principal toolsrecognised that one of the principal tools

of contemporary psychoanalytic therapy isof contemporary psychoanalytic therapy is

the constant monitoring by practitioners ofthe constant monitoring by practitioners of

their own emotional responses to patients,their own emotional responses to patients,

not simply in order to suppress or redirectnot simply in order to suppress or redirect

them, but in order to gain information thatthem, but in order to gain information that

the therapist will then be able to employ inthe therapist will then be able to employ in

clinical diagnosis and engagement with pa-clinical diagnosis and engagement with pa-

tients. This is not to be confused with thetients. This is not to be confused with the

self-disclosure advocated by some therapies.self-disclosure advocated by some therapies.

In our view there is no substitute for a rigor-In our view there is no substitute for a rigor-

ous psychotherapeutic training in this area,ous psychotherapeutic training in this area,

which includes selection of trainees, perso-which includes selection of trainees, perso-

nal psychotherapy and detailed supervision.nal psychotherapy and detailed supervision.
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Creativity and mental healthCreativity andmental health

After thoroughly enjoying Dr Wills’ 1988After thoroughly enjoying Dr Wills’ 1988

book (Wills & Cooper, 1988) I wasbook (Wills & Cooper, 1988) I was

dismayed to see his recent article (Wills,dismayed to see his recent article (Wills,

2003). His book detailed the real, un-2003). His book detailed the real, un-

remitting and often unique stressors facedremitting and often unique stressors faced

by those struggling to make a living fromby those struggling to make a living from

music – as opposed to the pop-psychologymusic – as opposed to the pop-psychology

focus on their (allegedly) inherentfocus on their (allegedly) inherent

psychological flaws.psychological flaws.

Although entertaining, psychologicalAlthough entertaining, psychological

autopsies are not valid research tools, asautopsies are not valid research tools, as

the author fortunately points out in the ‘lim-the author fortunately points out in the ‘lim-

itations’ box. Further, the ‘comprehensiveitations’ box. Further, the ‘comprehensive

literature’ about the psychopathology/literature’ about the psychopathology/

creativity link is shot through with badlycreativity link is shot through with badly

designed studies and dramatic overstatement.designed studies and dramatic overstatement.

Like Wills, Jamison (1989) was the soleLike Wills, Jamison (1989) was the sole

judge of her hand-picked sample – 47 crea-judge of her hand-picked sample – 47 crea-

tive artists – but few authors dig up hertive artists – but few authors dig up her

unreplicated original work, preferring tounreplicated original work, preferring to

pass along her unscientific conclusions.pass along her unscientific conclusions.

For example, many introductory psychol-For example, many introductory psychol-

ogy textbooks include her contention thatogy textbooks include her contention that

50% of poets have affective disorders,50% of poets have affective disorders,

without noting that she had only 18 poetswithout noting that she had only 18 poets

in her sample and moreover diagnosedin her sample and moreover diagnosed

affective disorder as simply ‘seeking treat-affective disorder as simply ‘seeking treat-

ment’ for it. And while Ludwig’s bookment’ for it. And while Ludwig’s book

(1995) is full of charts and graphs, on close(1995) is full of charts and graphs, on close

and trained inspection they are overwhel-and trained inspection they are overwhel-

mingly meaningless; despite its subtitle, itmingly meaningless; despite its subtitle, it

actually resolves nothing at all.actually resolves nothing at all.

Unfortunately, the tradition in this fieldUnfortunately, the tradition in this field

is to pass along any confirmatory ‘madis to pass along any confirmatory ‘mad

creative’ conclusions, regardless of any lib-creative’ conclusions, regardless of any lib-

erties taken with the scientific method.erties taken with the scientific method.

Most of the common research blundersMost of the common research blunders

are detailed by Arnold Rothenberg (1990),are detailed by Arnold Rothenberg (1990),

as well as in my own work (Schlesinger,as well as in my own work (Schlesinger,

20022002aa,,bb). Such flaws should have been). Such flaws should have been

fatal, but apparently the public appetitefatal, but apparently the public appetite

for the doomed artist is too great. It’s afor the doomed artist is too great. It’s a

shame that so many professionals continueshame that so many professionals continue

to feed it with their invalid speculation. Asto feed it with their invalid speculation. As

Wills understands better than most, musi-Wills understands better than most, musi-

cians don’t need anything else to worrycians don’t need anything else to worry

about.about.
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Author’s replyAuthor’s reply: Schlesinger feels that ‘psy-: Schlesinger feels that ‘psy-

chological autopsies are not valid researchchological autopsies are not valid research

tools’, and is scathingly critical of the worktools’, and is scathingly critical of the work

of Jamison (1989) and Ludwig (1995).of Jamison (1989) and Ludwig (1995).

However, she fails to take into account theHowever, she fails to take into account the

conclusions of Jamison’s later work (1993),conclusions of Jamison’s later work (1993),

which, as well as reporting on her ownwhich, as well as reporting on her own

study of 47 contemporary British writersstudy of 47 contemporary British writers

and artists, also discusses biographicaland artists, also discusses biographical

material relating to 195 famous artisticmaterial relating to 195 famous artistic

creative persons, 21.5% of whom died bycreative persons, 21.5% of whom died by

suicide and 33.3% of whom were hospital-suicide and 33.3% of whom were hospital-

ised with psychiatric problems. Jamisonised with psychiatric problems. Jamison

also refers to many academic studies ofalso refers to many academic studies of

creativity and mental illness stretching backcreativity and mental illness stretching back

over the past century.over the past century.

Turning to what Schlesinger describesTurning to what Schlesinger describes

as Ludwig’s ‘overwhelmingly meaningless’as Ludwig’s ‘overwhelmingly meaningless’

charts and graphs, I have to say that I findcharts and graphs, I have to say that I find

his statistics perfectly acceptable and mean-his statistics perfectly acceptable and mean-

ingful. The use of psychological autopsies isingful. The use of psychological autopsies is

a legitimate exercise if one follows rigorousa legitimate exercise if one follows rigorous
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